26th Showcase on Teaching & Learning
Aug. 17, 2011

**Plenary:** Master Online Recognition Course Award
Presented by Eric Nelson

**Keynote Speaker:** Michael Wesch
Associate Professor, Kansas State University
Author of "The Machine is (Changing) Us" and "A Vision of Students Today"

**Available Sessions:**

**Cultivating Cultural Competence: How to Harvest our International Crop**
Marissa LeClaire Weaver, Stephanie Hein, Denise Baumann, & Joe Williams

**Getting Comfortable With Multimodal Approaches to Traditional Class Delivery**
Georgia Saunders

**Interdisciplinary Education for Diverse Healthcare Providers and Students: Interactive Multimedia Workshop for Clinical and Educational Settings**
Liza Armstrong, Terry Barkat, Bianca Boyd, Mary Ann Jennings, & Taleyna Morris

**THE 515: Staging Autism as a Service-Learning Project**
Teddy Davis & Elizabeth Strong

**Formulating a Purposeful Structure for a Blended Lab Course**
Georgianna Saunders

**What is Course Transformation? Understanding the Process of Course Redesign to Improve Student Learning**
Samuel C. Dyer, Jr.

**Getting Comfortable With Multimodal Approaches to Traditional Class Delivery**
Mary C. Newman

**Advising as Teaching**
Tracie Burt, Kathy Davis, & Tom Tomassi

**What is Course Transformation? Understanding the Process of Course Redesign to Improve Student Learning**
Mary C. Newman

**Interdisciplinary Education for Diverse Healthcare Providers and Students: Interactive Multimedia Workshop for Clinical and Educational Settings**
Liza Armstrong, Terry Barkat, Bianca Boyd, Mary Ann Jennings, & Taleyna Morris

**The Distinction in Public Affairs at Missouri State University**
Liza Armstrong, Terry Barkat, Bianca Boyd, Mary Ann Jennings, & Taleyna Morris

**Undergraduate Research: Models for Student Success**
Diana Botsford, Mark Biggs, Kevin Swift, & Weiyan Wang

**Transforming Student Learning & Engagement with Student Response Systems - "Clickers"**
Scott Zimmerman, Joshua Smith, & Rob Delong

**Visualizing Content for Mediasite Lecture Capture**
Keri Franklin & Rachelle Darabi

**Writing to Think and Writing to Learn**
Keri Franklin & Rachelle Darabi

**Collaboration across the Curriculum to Build a Successful Production Program**
Michael Fisher

**Danae Hudson, Carol Shoptaugh, Mary Newman, & Rachel Happel**

**Scott Zimmerman, Joshua Smith, & Rob Delong**

**Diana Botsford, Mark Biggs, Kevin Swift, & Weiyan Wang**